DALMAIN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Newsletter—October 2021
Dear Parents and Carers,
We have had a jam packed first half-term and, despite the
challenges posed by the ever-changing Covid situation, we
have had a brilliant seven weeks and this newsletter really
celebrates all that has been achieved. I cannot tell you how
exciting it has been to go on school trips again, to offer a wide
range of extra-curricular activities and to launch our
wonderful new After School Club. We have also launched
LAMDA at Dalmain and an exciting update can be found
inside this term’s newsletter. As always, the staff team have
been brilliant, and they thank you for all of the parental
support you have given in so many ways.
This is the first year we have been able to use our new Library, a great addition to our school. The
children have loved taking books home and really enjoy their weekly visits there. We still have a little
way to go to develop it, but we have made a good start and are delighted that it is up and running. If
anyone is willing or able to volunteer to help with covering books, cataloguing them or general
maintenance, please let us or FoD know – we would be extremely keen to hear from you.
From 1st November, we have a new School Streets system starting on Grove Close outside the main
yellow school gates. Between the hours of 8:00-9:30am and 2:30-4:00pm, non-residents will no
longer be allowed to drive in or out of Grove Close. The road has been an area of concern for the school, families and the local community
for many years because of poor air quality, ongoing safety concerns and daily congestion. We are delighted that this initiative is starting
after half-term and very much hope that it will discourage non-essential vehicles in Grove Close during morning drop off and afternoon pick
up. Please look out for a separate communication sent from the school today with more information about this, and note that although the
timings are still under consultation you should adhere to the times on the street signs in order to avoid a fine.
We will revert to our usual drop off and pick up locations at the start of next term, with everyone coming in and out of the premises via the
main school gates. Please be reminded that all children are expected in school by 8:45am every morning. Good attendance is extremely
important for your child’s learning and progress, both socially and academically, and we have included some information regarding recent
changes to attendance reporting on page 16 of this newsletter.
Unfortunately, there have been further delays to getting the materials necessary for the resurfacing of the Pen. We keep asking for updates
and have been told that the materials will be ready by the end of term and that the
work can then be completed during a
weekend. This has been very frustrating
and all we can do is wait for availability.
We cannot wait for the new surface to
finally be installed!
We hope that you enjoy reading our
lovely newsletter and that you all have a
wonderful half-term holiday. See you all
on Monday 1st November for the start of
Term 2.
Kind regards, Ms Eisele—Headteacher

General school email: admin@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Other Contacts
For specific queries, please use the below contacts:
Admissions incl. Nursery & Reception intakes, attendance, meal choices, breakfast or after school
clubs: attendance@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Finance, curriculum clubs, instrumental lessons, trips, medicines or allergies: office@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Covid 19 related issues incl. reporting a positive case: covid@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Afterschool club: please note the After School Club number is 07710 362 100, operating from 3:15 - 6pm. This
number should be used for pickup arrangements for the school's after-school club only.
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Nur ser y—Lakwena Class
“Don’t smile until Christmas” is usually the
advice given to new teachers at the start of
the Autumn term. However, we have
managed to start and keep on smiling,
despite the challenges of our new normalcy.
During this term, we have focused
particularly on developing and enhancing
the specific areas of learning in the Early Years curriculum. These three areas, namely, Personal,
Social and Emotional Development, Physical Development and Communication and Language
skills underpin every child’s learning journey. We hope that you are beginning to see glimpses of
their learning at home, and welcome your feedback. So far we are pleasantly surprised at how well the children are adjusting, and apart
from some minor wobbles and the usual toileting mishaps, they are doing exceptionally well.
The children are also adapting to the frequent hand sanitising and health and safety routines with relative ease. Thank you for your
continued patience and cooperation as we review and revise our procedures
accordingly. You have been marvellous! We have been very busy throughout
this term and the children have enjoyed
harvesting the produce planted during
last spring term, amongst other
seasonal activities. Well done Lakwena.
Pictured here is a flavour of just some of
the exciting activities we have been
doing!
Finally, please ensure that you label all
items of clothing, book bags & lunch
boxes to help us to locate any
misplaced items..

Reception—Hadid Class
Hadid Class have settled into school quickly and have been busy getting to know the classroom environment and the
outside areas. We have discussed the school rules and how we can ‘fill each other’s buckets’ with kindness, helping the
children to build relationships with each other and with the adults who work with them. As starting a new school or a new
class can be challenging, we have spent time talking about our emotions using ‘The Colour Monster’ story during circle
time, and we have also discussed what makes us happy, sad, confused and angry. The children have also been
introduced to the ‘Zones of Regulation’, which help the children ‘check in’ with their feelings throughout the day.
We have read many other stories including ‘Where the Wild Things Are’ by Maurice Sendak. The children enjoyed using
their imagination and creativity to make their own ‘Wild Thing’ in the form of masks and drawings. We even learnt the
story using rhymes and actions. I am immensely proud of how well the children have settled in. Well done, Hadid Class!
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Reception—Gaudi Class
What a marvellous start to the year! Gaudi class have settled into their new
surroundings so well and have had a great time getting to know each other. The
children have been busy exploring and learning in both the outdoor & indoor areas and
they are growing in confidence each day.
Starting in Reception is an exciting time
when the children feel a huge range of
emotions. We started of this term with the
book The Colour Monster which
encouraged the children to discuss how
they were feeling. They created work illustrating things that made them happy and
sad and created their own colour monsters puppets with various
combinations of emotions that represented them. We also enjoyed
reading Mixed and Where the Wild Things Are and the children retold
parts of both stories with great
expression and conviction. Star
performers in the making!
With the help of our morning phonic sessions the children have begun to
produce some very impressive writing, identifying the initial sounds of different
words and giving it a go to sound out the rest of the word. Speaking of ‘giving it a
go’, in Reception, we have also started to learn about the Growth Mindset Zoo.
So far this term we have introduced the ‘Go for it Grasshopper’ and the
‘Choosing Chimp’ to help
the children develop a positive and resilient attitude towards
their learning. In Gaudi class we never say “I can’t do it!’’ we
must remember that important word…Yet!
In Maths, we have been singing lots of counting songs and
using Numberblocks to help us understand the numbers 1-5.
Ms Jackson has also thoroughly enjoyed teaching the children
and is so impressed with how well they listen, focus and play
along to the music with bells and shakers.
It has been a very busy term and the children should be so
proud of all they have achieved!
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Ye a r 1 — S h o n i b a r e C l a s s
What an amazing half-term Shonibare Cass have had! From the first day of Year 1 until
now, the children have been on so many adventures and learnt so much. All of the
adults that work with Shonibare Class want to say a huge thank you to them. They are
always smiling, and always ready to learn.
Once we started school, it wasn’t long until we had a mystery to solve. Just when we learned where everything belongs in
our new classroom, someone (or something!) messed up our resources! We came in after playtime one day and saw the
cubes on the floor, pencils out of their pots, and even paint on the tables! We took our magnifying glasses out at once and
predicted that Naughty Bus, a character from the book we were reading, had been into our classroom when we weren’t
looking. Can you believe it? We made ‘Missing’ posters to tell everyone what Naughty Bus looked like, just in case it
happened again. We never did find him, so be careful…
In Maths, we have been practising counting within 100. We have used a 100 square to count in 1s and 10s. Ask us if we
can count on in 1s from your favourite number! In History, we have been discussing the timeline of our own lives and in
Week 3 we enjoyed guessing whose baby picture was whose!
Another highlight this term was our Religious Education topic , which was an
introduction to Christianity and Islam. We talked about the Harvest Festival
and did our own Year 1 collection. One Friday afternoon we walked to the
Foodbank on Malham Road to drop off your kind donations.
Thank you to all parents and carers for
your support this half term!

Ye a r 1 — B a s q u i a t C l a s s
We have had a great start to life in Year 1. The
children have settled well & are making progress
with their learning across all areas of the
curriculum. They have really enjoyed the range of
topics and the opportunity to learn art, design &
technology with Mr Roberts in our art studio, and
their music lessons with Miss Jackson.
In English we have enjoyed two lovely stories, ‘The Naughty Bus’ and ‘Julian is a
Mermaid’. Both have inspired our writing and enabled us to develop our sentences by
incorporating adjectives, verbs and exclamation marks! We have even written our first
poems. In Maths we have developed our number skills: counting, recognising and
writing numbers as well as resolving number problems within 100. The children have
learnt to move like different
animals during our indoor PE
sessions and developed
their throwing, catching
and balancing skills in
outdoor PE.
The children have really
worked hard this first
half term and they
should feel proud of
their achievements in
Year 1 so far. Have a
fantastic half term,
Basquiat Class.
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Ye a r 2 — A l c o r n C l a s s
It has been a great start to the term for Alcorn Class, who have shown great
independence and resilience in adapting to Year 2. We have enjoyed a fairytale
theme in English, where we read different versions of ‘Goldilocks and the Three
Bears’ before producing our own story, and ‘Wolves’ by Emily Gravett, which
inspired our non-fiction writing. Linked with this was designing and making porridge in DT, and learning about animal life cycles and survival in Science. In Maths,
we have learnt many different ways of adding and subtracting and how to use
number bonds to solve problems. In RE we explored different Hindu festivals and
gods, and in History we learnt about significant individuals in British history. We used the Zones of Regulation in PSHE to talk about
identifying and managing our feelings and worked together as teams for netball and dance in PE.
Here are some of Alcorn class’s highlights:
‘I liked history because it’s like learning a story but it happened in real life! I like learning
about Queen Elizabeth the 1st because she got locked up in a tower and she was before
Queen Victoria’ – Naomi
‘This term I’ve liked Science and DT. In DT I liked making porridge and in Science I’ve liked
learning about life cycles because I have fish at my house. I liked learning about Hinduism
and the throwing paint at the Holi festival’ - Toure
‘I liked DT and Maths because Maths is really interesting and you get to learn a lot. In DT
we got to make porridge and I put blueberries, raisins, chocolate drops, strawberries and
cocoa in!’ – Isla Mae
‘I liked English because we’re going to make a video of wolf facts and I’ve liked Maths
because I like doing subtraction’ – Joanie
‘I like Maths and I’ve liked making videos on the iPads. I liked making porridge because I love porridge, it’s my favourite kind of food’ –
Logan

Ye a r 2 — Z i m m e r m a n C l a s s
We have had a fantastic first term back in Zimmerman Class, Year 2.
Here are some quotes from members of our class, reflecting on this great
start back at school.
In Maths we recapped our knowledge on place value and introduced
addition and subtraction by bridging through ten.
“I enjoyed making mistakes in Maths but then trying really hard to get
them correct” - Margaux
In English we wrote a non-chronological report about wolves and we used our knowledge about wolves to film a class documentary
about them.
“We learnt loads of fantastic facts about wolves and I enjoyed filming our documentary about wolves” – Mae.
In History we learnt about significant individuals who had an impact on society.
“I enjoyed learning about learning about
Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole;
they made me happy because they made
the hospitals better” – Rosie.
Here are some more quotes from
Zimmerman class students about their
learning across the curriculum.
“In Computing, I enjoyed learning how to
use a laptop. It was easier than I
expected!” – Lilia.
“I enjoyed Reading as a class because it
was really fun.” – Lukas.
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Ye a r 3 — B a z a l g e t t e C l a s s
What a 'terrible' way to end this half-term! We have just returned from the
most amazing school trip – we went to the Thames, walked along the South
Bank, crossed Tower Bridge and headed to a dock where we boarded a boat
and saw a performance by the Horrible Histories team, called ‘Terrible
Thames’. We learned some amazing facts about the Thames, for instance, it has frozen over on 23 occasions - people have even
played football on it! Also, with Guy Fawkes night coming soon, we learned that the Gunpowder Plot actually took place on November
4th, not 5th!
The Terrible Thames experience was a great way to end our learning about rivers, and the Thames in particular. We learned that rivers
are formed at their source, and that they then travel down to their mouth, which is usually the sea or a lake. The River Thames begins
its journey at Thames Head in Gloucestershire, and travels 346 kilometres to its destination, the North Sea. We also learned how our
class designer, Joseph Bazalgette, built an enormous sewage system in the Embankment to stop the River Thames from being polluted
by human waste. This saved tens of thousands of lives!
One of the highlights of this term has been our art work. We have loved drawing images
of famous buildings that overlook the Thames, like the Shard, the Houses of Parliament
and the Gherkin. Mr Roberts was so proud of our work that he tweeted it out and he
told us it was ‘liked’ by that famous gallery, The Tate!
Beginning Year 3 has been a big and tiring change, but we are getting used to
it. In Maths, we have been practicing place value, addition and subtraction. We found
column subtraction tricky at first, especially when we had to exchange, but we have
stuck at it, and we know Mr O’Donovan is very proud of the progress we have
made. We have also been writing some long pieces of work, connected to two fabulous
books, Black Dog and Flotsam. Plus, we have loved reading the crazy adventure
story, Fortunately the Milk.
And that’s not all… We’ve been practising dance moves and football skills in PE;
learning about the skeleton in Science; in RE, we have been learning about the
traditions of Shabbat, which Jewish people celebrate and observe every Friday evening
for 24 hours; and we have also learned about photography for our IT lessons. Now
we’re looking forward to learning all about the ancient Greeks and how they still
influence us all today, but first it’s time for a half-term break.

Ye a r 3 — Va n G o g h C l a s s
We have really enjoyed being back at school and being in Year 3, and what an incredible way to
end our first half-term: returning from the most amazing school trip. We were lucky enough to
go on a ‘Terrible Thames’ tour of the River Thames, which included a performance by the
Horrible Histories team. It was fascinating, and we learned so much about the River Thames.
Did you know that Blackfriars Bridge is named after the Dominican Friars who used to live in a monastery there and were recognized by
their black cappas, or cloaks. Miss Rochester asked us what the best thing about the trip was, and we said that it had to be going on
the River Thames in a boat, of course! What a great way to finish off our topic about rivers and the River Thames.
In Art we have been drawing landmarks in art and this has been an real highlight for us. Mr Roberts couldn’t believe the quality of the
work that we produced, and was so proud of us and all our hard work. We drew famous buildings that overlooked the Thames, such as
the Gherkin (see page 12) and the Houses of Parliament.
We have really enjoyed writing this term and we were able to write our own versions of the story ‘The Black Dog’, featuring everything
from an enormous crocodile to a creepy giant hairy spider that turn into small fluffy animals. We also went on a crazy adventure with
Dad and Professor Steg in our reading book ‘Fortunately the Milk’. Miss Rochester is so proud of how hard we have been working.
Year 3 has been a massive change for us, and at first we found it tricky and tiring but we are starting to get used to it now. In Maths, we
have been learning about place value and practising our addition and subtraction skills. We
have really enjoyed learning how to use the column method and using an exchange! This
was quite difficult at first but we kept on going until we succeeded.
Our term’s learning did not end there. We have been practising our football skills in PE, and
in RE we have been learning about Shabbat, or the Sabbath, the traditional Jewish Day of
Rest which lasts from sunset on Fridays to sunset on Saturdays. In Science we have been
finding out about skeletons and how, along with joints and muscles, they allow animals–
including humans– to move. If we didn’t have skeletons, we’d just be a pool of jelly on the
floor!
A huge well done, van Gogh Class, and what a fine first term in Year 3!
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Ye a r 4 — H e p w o r t h C l a s s
In Year 4, our topic this term has been ‘Invention and Innovation’. We have been
learning all about different types of inventors, the difference between the two words
and tried to become our own innovators too!
In Writing, we have been learning through a story, ‘FArTHER’, which was about a boy
who took on his dad’s dream about flying. This tied in well with our topic, because the
boy had to make innovations to his father’s flying machine, and in D&T we innovated our own versions of the popular game, Operation.
After that, we wrote step-by-instructions to the games we had made using fronted adverbials of time. In Science, we have been making
circuits (including switches) to understand how electricity flows through wires and so lights up the bulb. This actually helped us to
complete our game boards in D&T because we had to create a circuit so that the game would work.
In Teaching of Reading, we first learnt about a book called ‘The Story of Flight’, which looks at the history of aeroplanes and flying from
early times up to the present day. After that book, we learnt about poetry and wrote our own poems about rivers. We went to the Wildlife
Garden to practise reading our poems aloud as we wanted to be around nature to add atmosphere to our readings.
In History, we have been learning about Isambard Kingdom Brunel. He built the River Thames Tunnel, S.S Britain, Great Western
Railway station, Paddington Station, and the Renkioi Hospital. We did a research project at the end of the unit and presented our
findings to the other class. One invention by Brunel was given to each group. Then,
when we presented our findings the
groups from each class worked together
to compare what they had researched.
In Maths, we learnt to round numbers to
the nearest 10, 100, and 1,000—and
also our 25 times table!

By Jaswethan, Olivia and Connor

Ye a r 4 — W r e n C l a s s
We have had an action packed half-term in Wren Class! The children have been absorbed
by our topic of ‘Invention and Innovation’. We have been creating our own electrical
circuits, researching inventors and designers and exploring the innovative ideas that have
shaped our world today.
In Maths, we have been learning about place value and rounding to the nearest 10, 100
and 1000. We have been able to solve different word problems using rounding and
explain our answers using our start words. We have also managed to count in 25s!
Our reading book this half term has been ‘The Story of Flight’ and we have learnt lots of
new things about how people fly and how this is possible. It was really interesting to find
out about different planes in WWI and WWII, and about different drones today!
In Writing, first we read about ‘FArTHER’ and then we looked at ‘Until I Met Dudley’. Both these books were really fun to read and they both
looked at different inventions and technology. The book ‘FArTHER’ looked at the main character’s father and his dream of flying, and we wrote
alternate endings to the story. In ‘Until I Met Dudley’ we found out lots of information about different inventions that we use every day. We also
wrote instructions about the game Operation, which we are designing and creating in DT. The instructions had to be in great detail so other
people would be able to make the game, so we included lots of adjectives and conjunctions.
Science for this half-term has focused on electricity: we created our own circuits with
batteries, bulbs, motors and crocodile clips. We made bulbs turn on and off with the switches.
It was also so much fun adding a buzzer.
In RE, we have looked at Sikhism, and about how Sikhs worship. It was really fun learning
about the Golden Temple and how they celebrate Vaisahki. It was a really colourful and
exciting festival and we spoke about the difference between our Harvest celebration and the
Sikh celebration of the Harvest.
In History, we learnt all about a man called Isambard Kingdom Brunel, who built lots of
interesting buildings and railway connections between towns and cities. There were lots of
problems which he had to overcome, which he did through lots of hard work and inventing
new ways to make his dreams possible.
By Jasiri, Naomi, Kimarlee.
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Ye a r 5 — G u c c i C l a s s
It has been an exciting start of Year 5 for Gucci Class. In History,
we learnt what it was like to be a child in the Victorian era and in
the Second World War. The Victorian times were when Queen
Victoria ruled England, and she came to the throne towards the
end of the Industrial Revolution. We learnt that children worked in factories from a young age and that many accidents happened.
During the Second World War, lots of children had to leave their families to be evacuated to rural areas for their safety. We even
created a radio presentation about the start of WWII.
We have read two different books in English. The first one was “The Lost Thing” by Shaun Tan. We enjoyed writing a diary entry and we
created our own version of the “Lost Thing”. This gave us an opportunity to use subordinate clauses and the past progressive tense. We
had time to celebrate our writing by reading some of the stories to the class. The second book was “Anne Frank”, by Josephine Poole,
and we wrote a newspaper article about Otto Frank, Anne’s father, and his publication of Anne’s famous diary.
For Teaching of Reading, we have been reading “Black and British” by David Olusoga. We used different comprehension skills to help
us understand the text and participated in a drama activity to give us a deeper understanding of how it feels to be “invisible” to others.
In Maths this term, we explored place value. We have learned through discussion,
reasoning and exploring different methods of problem solving. We became more
confident in rounding numbers, estimating their position on a number line and
applying our knowledge to real life problems. We now know what a Gattegno chart
is!
Having Laban on Wednesday morning was a real treat. We have explored different
ways of movement and enjoyed working together. Outdoor PE was all about basketball and teamwork!
We also discussed what Zones of regulations are and shared the strategies for
moving onto the Green Zone (calm, ready to learn).

Ye a r 5 — M i y a z a k i C l a s s
WRITING

In writing, we
have been
learning about
the inspirational
story of Anne
Frank.
We have been
showing this by
writing our own
amazing news reports and diary entries (We ARE amazing you know :D)
MATHS
In Maths we have been
learning about place value (AGAIN), measurements, decimals and decimal
fractions. We have been doing this in fun and exciting ways: writing a list of
ingredients for a silly magic potion, for example, where wrote how many litres
or millilitres we needed for our potion using decimal numbers. (We are
amazing again)
TEACHING OF READING
In Teaching of Reading we are studying the history of black people. One reason
for this is that it is Black History Month. We have acted out the life of Jonathan
Strong, a young black man who lived in Georgian Britain.
SCIENCE
In Science we have just completed an experiment where we put 60 degree hot
water and measured how quickly it cooled in cups made from different material to see which material was the best insulator. It was
polystyrene!
CREDITS Typers: Imogen, Alfie.Photographers: Miss Udoyen. Photo models: Younes, Walter, Akeelah.
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Ye a r 6 — G i u g i a r o C l a s s
This term in Year 6, Giugario Class have been very busy. We are all rising to the
new challenges of being in Year 6 and we are excited about the year ahead. We
have been worked exceptionally hard in all areas of our learning and are
extremely proud of what we have achieved so far.
Our topic focus this term has been Migration and Movement, with a particular
focus on the Windrush pioneers. In English, we have been reading the ‘Windrush Child’ by Benjamin
Zephaniah. The story is about the people from all over the world who
have migrated to the UK. Leonard, the main character in the story,
moves to England to be with his father. His father is one of the many
Jamaican born men who came to Britain at the request of the UK
government to help rebuild the country after the Second World War.
We have thoroughly enjoyed reading this book and writing in role as
Leonard to produce a letter and a diary entry. We have also been
reading poetry from Maya Angelou and John Agard, who wrote a poem
based on the experiences of a Windrush child. We were inspired by
this and wrote our own versions of
the poem.
One of our main highlights of the
term, has been our visit to the
Migration Museum, which provides
an insight into the other side of
the coin, emigration from Britain over the last 400 years. We felt like VIPs
on our visit because it was open only for us, which meant that we could
really explore and interact with all the exhibits. We enjoyed reading about
and listening to all the different stories of the people who have emigrated. We were also fascinated by the
Humanae photographic exhibit by artist Angélica Dass. The work focuses on the colour of skin, and how we are
so much more than the labels of being ‘white’ ‘black’ and ‘red’. At school, we listened to her TED Talk: ‘the
beauty of human skin in every colour’. This sparked an intriguing class discussion about what we thought
about our own skin colour and our ethnic identity.
In Art, we have learnt how to draw perspective cityscapes and how to use a palette knife to paint layer on layer
without having the paint blend together. This technique left our finished cityscapes with some beautiful broken
colour effects which are not possible with a brush. We have also enjoyed creating our own music pieces with
Miss Jackson.

Action Tutoring
We are really excited to have started Action
Tutoring this term. This is an opportunity for
us to learn different Maths skills and
methods from tutors, who give up their time
every Tuesday morning to help us. Every week we have the same tutor who works with two or
three of us before school even begins! Luckily, we are given bagels for breakfast so we don’t
starve! Tutoring helps us to develop different skills in Maths, developing our confidence as
well as getting us ready for secondary school. It’s really nice to be able to work with different
people who care about our Maths.
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Ye a r 6 — E i f fe l C l a s s
This term in Eiffel Class we have enjoyed many things. To start
off, our teacher welcomed us with a warm smile on her face! In
English, we’ve been reading a book called ‘Windrush Child’, by
Benjamin Zephaniah, as part of our studies of the Windrush
generation. Our story told the tale of a boy called Leonard who
was born in Jamaica and whose dad left for England on the
HMT Empire Windrush. We also studied this book in History as
it sent us back to Windrush times. We enjoyed interpreting
historical sources from the past such as propaganda posters
and thinking about how and why people were influenced to
move to Britain. As we read more of the book, we decided to
write a letter, in the role of Leonard, to his father in England.
We then wrote narrative poetry based on a poem called
‘Windrush Child’ by John Agard. Finally, we worked on diary writing, also in the role of Leonard, as he travelled to
London, and we published them. We hope you enjoy the photos of our amazing writing displays!
Leading on from our topic on Migration and Movement, we took
a trip to Lewisham Shopping Centre and explored the Migration
Museum. We sat around in a circle and discussed what
migration means, then we all told stories about family members
migrating to another town or country. We then split into groups
and explored the different sections of the Migration Museum and
after viewing them we went into the ‘Room to Breathe’
exhibition. There were different migration stories to listen to and
watch which were fascinating and sometimes emotional.
In Art, we’ve been learning how to use pallet knifes and how to
paint city landscapes, inspired by different illustrations from two
famous artists. We experienced the thrills of taping around
buildings and using the pallet knives to paint the sky.
We have been focusing on basketball and football with Graham’s PE lessons. We have played many matches and
had lots of warm-ups with Graham’s equipment. In Laban with Chloe we have been focusing on the different
components of dancing. So far we have studied actions and space. Most of the time we get into groups or duos and
we create a dance sequence of actions; travelling, jumping, twisting, turning, transferring weight and gestures, for
example. If we are working on “space”, it wouldn’t be about the one with aliens- it would be the space you are
dancing in!
Finally, in Science we have been learning
about the classification system for living
things. We created our own botanical
gardens and discovered the main groups of
plants, which are; ferns, mosses, flowering
plants, conifers and algae. We discussed
why some scientists do not consider algae to
be plants, and some do. When classifying
animals, we have focused on defining the
characteristics by which they are classified
into different phyla and classes, such as
vertebrates and the five vertebrate classes,
arthropods and other invertebrates, and
created our own fact files about this in our
books.

LAMDA starts at Dalmain!
LAMDA has had a fabulous start to
the term, with over 40 pupils at
Dalmain being involved with this
prestigious qualification. This half
term saw the LAMDA pupils begin to
explore their
first piece of
poetry, bringing
actions and
movements to
the lyrical words
set out by the
author. The
children also
began to
explore
performance skills in class, such as using a loud
volume to be heard and the power of facial and vocal
expression. It was lovely to see the pupils engaging
with the various poems provided in the lessons and
bringing the words to life. The Reception class
particularly enjoyed acting out 'Can A Parrot' by Spike
Milligan.
Below is an example of the
poems used in each of the lessons:
On The Beach
They buried their dad
in the golden sands,
buried his legs,
buried his hands,
buried his body
and buried his toes
and left just his face
and a very red nose
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Art

School Newsletter: Art/DT
The start of the new academic year has got off to a flying start. In Art,
children in Reception and years 1, 3, 5 and 6 have been honing their
skills in drawing and painting, producing work of outstanding quality.
Reception started their artistic
journey by exploring some colour
mixing which culminated in printing
leaves with rollers. Inspired by ‘The
Wild Things’, children used art
pencils for the first time, drawing
their own interpretations of the
main character.
In Year 1 children have been
studying the insect and
butterfly paintings of artists
Van Gogh, Tiberiu Soos and
Damian Hirst. Starting with
colour mixing, pupils have
explored acrylic paint washes,
bubble painting, printing, marbling
and paint spinning to create vibrant
scenes of nature.
Year 2 have been learning about healthy porridge
recipes for Baby Bear this term! We learned about
sweet and savoury recipes from around the world,
including some very peculiar ingredients! Children
created their own recipes and cooked their own
delicious porridge.
Children in Year 3 have been developing their
sketching to dramatic effect studying the
wonderful cityscapes of artist Stephen Wiltshire.
Children have learned how to develop depth and draw buildings in
perspective, adopting the artist’s style of using hatching techniques to
develop areas of shadow.
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Year 4 have been looking at historical electronic board
games this term. Working in groups the children have
designed and constructed their own electronic board games
based on the classic ‘Operation’.

As part of their
topic on WW2,
Year 5 have
also been
perfecting
their
sketching
techniques,
drawing iconic
images based
on dramatic
photographs.
Children have
also adapted skills they have learned to draw famous
historical people, images of destruction and machines
synonymous with
the time.

Children in Y6 were excited to receive messages from their
featured artists this term! Osnat
Tzadok and Del Camargo were
thrilled that the children would be
studying their abstract city paintings and adapting pallet knife
techniques to produce their own
vibrant paintings.
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Spor ts at Dalmain

Athletics
After a long wait, Dalmain School has finally been able to take part in the annual Sports Hall Athletics at Sydenham School. It was such a good feeling to be able to compete against other schools,
although on this occasion we did not win- but we also did not lose! In the end, we were placed
fourth out of five schools.
We started with some field events like speed bounce, javelin and long jump. As a school team, we
were really good at the javelin, definitely throwing it the furthest! We did our best in the track activities that followed but we had
lots of injuries and disqualifications because we did not follow
the track correctly. We have
learnt from our mistakes and
next time we will come back
stronger and victorious.
We really enjoyed getting back
into the Sports Hall competition
and can’t wait for more events
later this year.
Edie & Añuli

Football
On Thursday 30th September, Dalmain entered a boys and girls team into the Years 5
& 6 Football Festival at Mayow Park. All of the games were very competitive and played
in a great spirit. There were some fantastic goals scored with some great goalkeeping
and all-round play.
On the girls team we enjoyed playing against the other teams even if we won or lost; it
was a great experience as we learnt so much. We took it in turns to play in different
positions so lots of us were able to score goals. We were really pleased that we finished second and are looking forward to playing more matches.

Scarlet
On the boys team we had lots of fun and
had a great afternoon. At the end of the
tournament we had the same points as
Horniman School, but sadly they scored
one more goal than us so we finished
third.
Gabriel
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Writing Laureate
Award
Since the start of this school term, we have been absolutely astounded by the standard of writing
that our pupils have produced. The following children have been chosen to receive our Dalmain
Laureate Award for their exceptional progress, use of high-quality vocabulary and application of
literary skills across the curriculum. Unfortunately we can’t invite parents and carers in to see their
work, but the children are incredibly proud it, and rightly so. We are so impressed to see what they
have achieved!
Look out for these future authors!

Reception: Zoe & Kit
Year 1: Robin & Howie
Year 2: Musa & Ezra
Year 3: Taylen & Ori
Year 4; Nnamdi & Arthur
Year 5: Ethan & Robyn
Year 6: Sohan & Ella
CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYONE!

Te r m D a t e s
Term

First Day

Last Day

Half Term

Monday 25th October

Friday 29th October

Autumn Term 2

Monday 1st November

Friday 17th December

Christmas Holidays

Monday 20th December Monday 4th January

Spring Term 1

Tuesday 5th January

Friday 11th February

Half Term

Monday 14th February

Friday 18th February

Spring Term 2

Monday 21st February

Friday 1st April

Easter Holidays

Monday 4th April

Monday 18th April

Summer Term 1

Tuesday 19th April

Friday 27th May

July 2021
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Attendance
Your child’s attendance at school every
day is vital for their progress and attainment, both academically and socially.
Poor attendance can affect children’s
ability to make and keep friendships,
which is a vital part of growing up, and
of course we don’t want any child falling
behind academically at this crucial time
in their educational careers.
We have high aspirations for every
child, and we are committed to enabling
all of our pupils to achieve and sustain
the highest level of attendance, believing that every lesson counts. We encourage good attendance for these reasons and to fulfill our statutory safeguarding responsibilities.
90% Threshold for Absences
We work directly with families to support
good attendance and punctuality. When
a child has 20 or more days off school
during the year, their attendance will
be 90% or below.
Attendance Letters
If your child’s attendance falls to 90% or
below, you will receive a letter regarding
this. If your child’s attendance does not
improve in four weeks you will receive
another letter, and if your child’s attendance still fails to improve then you will
be invited into the school for an attendance panel meeting.
Sessions Missed
Each ‘session’ equates to half a day; if
your child has missed 10 sessions for example, this means that they have missed 5 days of school.
Covid Absences—DfE changes since September 2021
Unfortunately, when your child has Covid this will now affect your child’s attendance as per the DFE
guidelines which changed at the start of the academic year.
How to Contact Us
When your child is off school, please confirm this in writing via email. You will be asked to provide proof
of any appointments your child may have to the School Office either in person, so that the school can
retain a photocopy, or you can attach any relevant documents via email.
Please email attendance@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk by 9:00am (when registers close) if your child is
not going to be in school, indicating the specific reason for their absence
Alternatively you can report absence via ParentMail under Absences.
Thank You For Your Support
We know that you, as your child’s parent/carer, want your child to get on well in life. Children only get
one chance at school, and your child’s chances of a successful future may be affected by not attending
school every day on time, and we thank you in advance for your support with this matter.

T h e Fr i e n d s o f D a l m a i n

Dalmain School Newsletter
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Lewisham SEND Advice & Suppor t
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Drumbeat Autism Outreach – Parent Drop-in (4-19yr old)
Drumbeat Outreach will be holding virtual drop-in sessions with Drumbeat advisers
on Wednesday afternoons from 1.30pm-3pm. This social group will offer parents an
opportunity to meet, seek advice and support, share stories and ideas and generally
buoy each other up. Spaces are limited to 6 parents.
If you would like to join our next drop-in, please email or call to reserve your place.
outreach.admin@drumbeat.lewisham.sch.uk

Parent Workshops
Available
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For other support you may need over the Half Term, we have a list of agencies and their contact
details on our website under Home / Parents & Carers / Safeguarding & Wellbeing

A big thank you to everyone who contributed to our Harvest
donations. Your generosity has benefitted to the Lewisham Food
Bank and Voluntary Services Lewisham. They make up Christmas
food hampers for struggling families and this year your donations
are even more important. Thank you!

Changes to WhatsApp that may affect your child’s safety
WhatsApp has changed its group settings to include ‘everyone’ by default. This means that people
you don’t know can add you to a group without your knowledge. These people may send items that
include scam messages, inappropriate language, invitations to meet etc.
You can change the default settings as follows:
Go to WhatsApp
Go into settings
Go to account
Go to privacy
Go to groups
Change from ‘everyone’ to ‘my contacts’
There may be other settings that are also open to
‘everyone’ as well – please check this.
It is important that if your child has WhatsApp downloaded you look at the settings and change
them to ensure their safety and to stop people they do not know being able to contact them.

CLUBS & MUSIC
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All clubs & instrumental
lessons will resume from
the week beginning 1st
November for a further 5
weeks.
All dates can be found on
the school website.
We can’t wait to
see you next term!

Dalmain
School
Grove Close, Brockley Rise,
London SE23 1AS
Phone: 020 8699 2675
E: admin@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Twitter: @dalmainschool
www.dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk

